
Sandy has been passionately helping customers to achieve a Connected 
Enterprise and implement a digital strategy. As a Solution Architect, 

Sandy has all-round knowledge and experience when it comes to design 
and implementation know-how on all aspects of an ERP delivery.

With over 30 years’ experience with ERP Solutions and 14 years with the 
Epicor solution, she has been helping customers achieve efficiency by 

automation, implementing process efficiencies, Industry 4.0, Smart 
factory and IoT. Sandy has assisted customers across the International 
region including Europe, UK, MEI, and APAC, with customers such as 

Sistema to enable their factory automation by connecting to machines 
for increased efficiency, quality, and cost management. 

Sandy’s extensive knowledge in Production, Supply Chain, and all ERP 
modules from estimating to collecting cash, as well as her technical 

expertise in connecting to machines, tools, and all resources, coupled 
with her knowledge of using Epicor Tools, there is no doubt that Sandy 

is a tangible asset to Epicor and its customers.
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manufacturing 
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Industry 4.0
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• Digital Transformation Lead, International



What are Manufacturers 
concerned with?
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•Many Manufacturers say 
that the pandemic has 
had long term effects on 
their business



• Concerns with 
their current 
supply chain
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• Many Manufacturers are   
saying that digital 
transformation is essential 
to their company’s success

• Getting connected & 
creating a Smart Factory



Industry 4.0 - Worldwide Revolution
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Made in China 2025

Produktion 2030

The Next Wave of Manufacturing

Industrie 4.0

Make in India

Industrie de Futur
Industrial Value Chain

Initiative

Industry 4.0

Worldwide Revolution

Malaysia i4.0 - Industry4WRD
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What does Industry 4.0 basically mean?

Fundamentally it’s the 

interconnectedness of 

all things

It is only a question of knowing how to 

connect & how to interpret it – data, 

alerts & communication
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Connected Enterprise Technology and Epicor

Internet of 
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Omni-channel 
Experience

Artificial 
Intelligence

Process 
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Mobility

Operations 
Intelligence

Collaboration

Geolocation

Big Data & 
Analytics

CloudEpicor IoT

Epicor 
Commerce 

Connect

Epicor 
Collaborate

Kinetic, Mobile 
Warehouse etc.

Epicor ERP 
Cloud

Epicor Service 
Pro

Epicor Virtual 
Agent

Epicor Data 
Analytics

Epicor ECM 
Sales Order 
Automation

Epicor 
Advanced MES 

(Mattec)

Epicor EDI



Industry 4.0 - Assists with the Production Challenges

➢ Hard to improve if you don’t know what’s going on.

➢ Can’t control quality when people and environment are 
changing machine conditions constantly.



“What can be 
measured can 
be managed”
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► What is your awareness like?

► How do you do diagnostics?

► How do you solve the problem?

Know where your issues are



“With Out The Data its just an 
opinion”

* W.Edwards Deming



Every 1 second 
lost on a 20 
second cycle time 
means a loss of 
one shift of 
production per 
week per 
machine!
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Example of what 1 second could cost you!

► Assumption - Avg. Cost per machine = $100-$150 per hr.
► 1 sec X (24/7) 168hrs / 3 shifts = 56hrs which = 1 shift per week 

per machine

Cost example
1 shift (56 hrs.) X $125 avg. cost per machine = $7,000 per machine 
per week

► What if running 21secs. & not 20 secs and you don’t know?
• You are losing $7,000 per machine per week = $28,000 per month per 

machine?



► Think of what you can do to find the second and give you 5% 
Production efficiency immediately.

► Know what is happening 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 
days per year – a system doesn't take any breaks.

Find the second!



► Let’s look at some examples of what can be achieved to find the 
one second.

Can you currently find the second?
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Questions 
and 
Answers



Thank You!Questions?

Email: 
sleroux@epicor.com


